THOUGHT
While I have talked to you many times, in other lectures, of the power of
thought, I have not brought it, in its fullness, to you, and I would like to do
so at this time. For if White Lily can give you this understanding, if she can
make it real to you that you may take it within and make it part of you, make
it a way of life for yourself, for those around and about you, it can bring you
more richness than all the other things you might do with your own free will.
I have told you people, in talking to you, that thoughts are positive things,
that thought is a solid, more solid than the objects you consider material in
your world. Thought is God’s pattern, it is the road, the path from Him to
his creation, Man. It is the path all things must follow upon, all things must
travel in this way. Within the world, around and about you, before they
could be material, before they could be solid, all things must first have been
a thought within the mind of the Creator.
I know these thoughts have been talked of much but they have not been
accepted as simply as, in the plainness with which they are being brought.
People say, very glibly within you world, in the groups that follow your
religion, “thoughts are things.” To them, it is but words; they do not take it
within the spirit and make of it anything deeper than this. If you do this, you
cannot, in any way progress toward this life upon the earth, in the material,
that God intended man to have.
As I have said so many times, God puts no limitations upon anyone of you.
He gave fully and freely in a great glorious abundance to his creation; he
poured it out in such an abundance man cannot conceive of, in the spirit as
well as in the material. You look around you, you see this beautiful world
you live upon; you see upon it all things needed for your moral, spiritual,
and material welfare, but you do not see the unseen things that He also gave
in such an abundance to you. He did not but look to the material man, and
give no help to the spiritual; no, the spiritual is the part that is most dear to
Him, for that is the part that is He, the inner part of each one of you that is a
part of God. That is the part He is concerned with to the greatest degree and
surely, he would provide a way for that, too, to grow and progress as He
would for the material and the mental.
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As I say, “thoughts are things” but man has not yet realized to what an
extent this is true. When you, within your conscious mind, form a thought,
whether it be of good or evil, that thought is impressed upon the etheric
waves. It goes into spirit, into the etheric sea, and there it is an impression,
it has made an impression upon the ether waves of the spirit world. If this
thought is allowed to form, to be expressed fully, without being recalled
immediately, this impression is as definite as any solid you know to exist. It
is more definite, for it is eternal. As I say, it is impressed into the etheric
waves and there it is for eternity. Each thought that any of you have ever
passed through your material minds is on record in this manner. These are
the things you will be judged by, that you will be forced to look upon, when
you meet yourself for the final judgement, and give account for.
As I say, they are more permanent than the very things you think of as being
solid and enduring, for all things within your material world shall pass away;
you are very much aware of this. But the thought forms made while you
were in that physical body will not pass away. They, and the soul part
within, are eternal as they are being formed each day, in this matter.
If you people could understand this and would learn the power of thought,
you would be able to possess all things necessary; not only would you have
all things necessary, you would have a peace and contentment that you, at
this time, do not know for you would be in perfect harmony with God and
His laws.
Jesus, the greatest of all mediums and teachers to manifest in your world,
spoke of, and used, these very laws within his ministry. As it was read from
your bible at this time, these very things were brought about by the power of
thought; even as Peter walked upon the sea, he was able to do so because his
thought was concrete and solid; he knew he was able to do it for he trusted
in the word of his master. It was only when his thought changed, when it
was negative to Him and he doubted that he began to sink.
The power of thought is greater than you have dreamed of. There are many
laws that govern God’s plan, natural laws, that the world must evolve by.
The world, at this time, has but touched the surface of these laws. They do
not know or realize what an abundance is there for them, but have but
learned the first letters and have discarded the rest of the book.
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There are laws of attraction, laws of compensation and many others; all of
these can only be put into practice through thought. You must first
understand power of thought, use it in the way it must be used to further
God’s plan, then all of these will be added unto you.
As Jesus said, when he was upon the earth and they marveled at his so-called
miracles, “what I do, so may you do, many times greater.” That is what he
was speaking of. They, at that time, were an unlettered people, they were
uneducated, they had not had the privileges of modern advancements that the
people of your day enjoy. Even Jesus was handicapped by the teachings that
were not, at that time, given. It was necessary for him to receive his
impressions and his teachings almost entirely from the spirit world and he
told them what he did they might do, many times greater for he saw a time
of awakening coming, knowing that they would see and understand that
these so-called miracles would be small in comparison with what could be
brought about by the very ones that marveled at it.
As I say, this is necessary for you to recognize if you wish to bring forth and
put into practice the natural laws. There is not a one of you, listening to
spirit at this time, that, if you will take what is being said to you, deep within
your spirit and within your mentality and think upon it until you have grown
into a realization of it, that would ever, in any way, be devoid of anything
needed while in a physical body. You would have a greater abundance than
you would know how to use.
This is not just a promise White Lily is making to you, this is truth for
whenever you turn your thoughts to a positive state; whenever you make of
your thought forms, in this etheric sea, a positive, magnetic force, all
previous thoughts that have been sent forth in the same vibration will be
drawn within the same vibration and all good that has accrued down through
the ages will once again be rewarded to you.
That is how great the power of thought is. There is no condition of the body,
and I do not care what the doctors of your world may call it, what disease it
might be, however impossible of curing it might seem to be, that with the
proper understanding of thought power, could not be eliminated
instantly.
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It is the greatest force man has at his command and he, in truth, uses it the
least. He but thinks with the surface, with the everyday things around and
about him; he does not dwell and delve within the greater possibilities.
I would like all of you to test what I am bringing to you. Ask, when you
leave your rest in the morning, that the spirit people be around and about
you, be a help to you, that they watch over you, that each time, throughout
that day, each moment of that day, you, in no way possess a negative
thought within your mentality, that all things expressed are of faith, of
knowledge, of goodness, of upreaching. This can be made a habit so that no
negativeness will ever enter within and whenever this is accomplished, the
world is yours. All things you desire, truly, will have been added unto you,
not only of the physical, of the health of your body, but also all material
goods needed, all peace that man, so sorely, at this time, needs to strive and
find.
All these things are yours; it is only by the limitations of your mind to this
great inflow of love and strength, the teachings that flow from your creator
into you, all this, truly, will be added.
As I say, I wish you to prove it yourselves. Do not, when you arise in the
morning say to yourself, “I hate to go to work, because I’m afraid that is
going to cause trouble, - I don’t think I can get that man to buy.” You
won’t! As long as you yourself, have sent out this thought form before this
man was even contacted, you haven’t a chance, unless he is so determined to
buy it that the thought forms he has sent out are stronger than your negative
ones. That is the only chance you would have of selling in that condition.
But if you arise, and face the day, bright, and full of hope, knowing you are
a child of your father and go forth, the thought of good toward all and love
for each and every fellow being, knowing that as you express, so will it be
given unto you; say unto yourself, “This is a glorious day, I am going forth
to do whatever is best, I am going to bring to this man what I know he
should have, it will be very easy for me to persuade him to buy,” it is
already done. You have brought it about before you contacted him.
It works with all things, in every small detail within your day to day life. As
I say thoughts are solid, they are concrete, they are as you see rise within
your sky. It is real, it is not figment of the imagination. It is truth and man
has failed to grasp it.
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If you have, within your physical body, trouble, worry, pain, you, upon
arising, ask your Heavenly Father it be removed, knowing that it is but a
negative condition, that has caused this to be present within knowing that
God has power to do all things, that it is only within you that any limitation
could stand in the way of healing being performed and when you ask,
knowing this, you are healed. There is no waiting, there is no supplications,
long pleadings needed; that is not necessary. It avails you nothing if within
your own mentality, you have not a positive thought, if within your spirit,
you do not have the knowledge He is a loving Father; an abundant giver, that
all things are possible and that, as you ask, believing, you shall receive.
I know I make it sound very simple, in one way, and still, in another almost
impossible for you to live to, while yet in a physical body, but it is not
impossible; it is as easy for you people to form the habit of positive thought
as it is to go through your span upon the earth with negative conditions
around and about you, and how much more you have to gain, for when you
start with positive thought, whether it be of the material, mental or spiritual,
you need not worry, for all things will be given. You cannot have positive
thought, you cannot make the right thought forms with one part of your
trinity and the others not also receive. Whenever you start putting this into
practice, whenever you can become as a little child and take this within
yourself and know, it is that simple, that is the way it can be done, and do it,
as I say, you will have an abundance undreamed of.
There is nothing impossible to you. Each one of you are a part of God, each
one of you are God and nothing is impossible to Him. It is only when you
have misunderstanding, when you place a block yourself between you and
your Father that the way is closed, that the very things He most desires you
to have cannot be brought to you.
I hope all of you will think upon this; that you will cast aside all barriers that
prevent the greatest of Him manifesting to you. I hope that all of you will
try and see for yourself what we are speaking of is true; it is there, it lies in
front of you. Take it up and use it; do not allow this greatest of all gifts to be
left idle. It can make for your world, a revolution that man through all his
wars, through all his talk of wars and treaties has not yet been able to do. It
would bring peace faster than anything man has, as yet, conceived of.
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If each one of you, just within this small group I am talking to, would put in
practice this truth, if each one of you, upon arising would say, “This day I
shall have peace within my spirit,” keep a positive thought that day and the
next day upon arising reiterate the same statement, you could bring about a
new dispensation of peace that you wouldn’t believe, for it would be a great
force of positive thought sent in the direction, desiring the same thing.
As I say, just this little group could make their vibrations felt in the whole of
your nation, for there are so few groups that are in mental accord, that turn
their thoughts and their thought forms to good, to peace, to an upbuilding
that it would have to be felt for the rest are conflicting and negative. Try it,
it lies within yourself. Make within yourself your own peace and then give
it to others and peace will come to all.
This is very true - it is all in the control of thought. Think well before you
cast out into the etheric waves, thoughts that you may, in the future time to
come, have to remove the identity of. Send out thoughts that you may look
upon with pride, with glory when you have left your physical body and
come into spirit and read the record of your past life. It is up to you and if
you know and understand you will take this and use it and make of your life
a very beautiful expression. It will be lived in accordance with God’s plan
and all things will be added unto you. You will find as Jesus told his people,
so many centuries ago, “what-so-ever I do, you may do many times greater.
GOD BLESS YOU ALL.
WHITE LILY.
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